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Introduction

Typically, conversation does not occur in completely quiet 
environment, but rather in interfering real-life background 
noise. It is more difficult to have a conversation in noise than 
in quiet. In particular, people with sensorineural hearing loss 
are more handicapped when they listen to speech sounds in 
background noise compared to people with normal hearing [1]. 
However, some studies showed that even people with normal 
hearing needed more effort to understand speech in noise than 

in quiet condition. Although numerous research have studied 
the effects of the type of noise, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 
and age on speech recognition in noise, there have been only 
a few studies which examined speech recognition in real-life 
background noise [1-10].

For the type of noise, white noise, narrow band noise, 
speech-shaped noise, and multi-talker babble (MTB) have 
been usually used to study speech perception in noise [1,2]
because they are easily available in the clinical setting. How-
ever, we live in a variety of real-life background noise such 
as traffic noise, industrial noise, loud music, etc. Such back-
ground noises have more complex characteristics in spectral 
and temporal aspects compared to the steady noise used in 
speech audiometric procedure. People with normal hearing 
understood speech better in cocktail party noise and white 
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noise than in four-talker competitor and nine-talker competi-
tor [3]. Also, all subjects including young and old people with 
normal hearing and young and old people with hearing loss 
showed better speech discrimination in traffic noise and con-
tinuous discourse than in speech noise and cocktail party noise 
[4]. Stationary noises such as crowd, car, and construction nois-
es masked speech more than fluctuating or interrupted noises 
such as gun noise and bird noise [5].

The SNR is one of the primary factors determining speech 
recognition performance in noise. Generally, the higher SNR, 
the better speech recognition in noise [6]. People with senso-
rineural hearing loss experience more difficulty in understand-
ing speech at the decreased SNRs. When ten monosyllabic 
words were presented in quiet and MTB, people with sensori-
neural hearing loss required a 5.5 dB more favorable SNR than 
people with normal hearing to obtain the same level of speech 
recognition in MTB while their performance was similar to 
people with normal hearing in quiet [7].

Age is another factor widely studied to understand speech 
perception in noise [8,9]. People have to extract speech signal 
from competing background noise to understand speech in 
noise. Older adults, however, experience more difficulty un-
derstanding speech in noise than young adults because they 
have disadvantages in peripheral and central auditory func-
tion as well as cognition [10]. They are more distracted when 
they listen to speech in noise as well as they have increased 
hearing thresholds [10]. In particular, cognitively meaningful 
background noise such as babble noise degraded speech rec-
ognition more in old people than young people. Older adults 
were good at separating speech from a steady-state noise, but 
not from babble compared to younger adults [2]. Whereas old 
people’s speech recognition in quiet or steady noise was well 
predicted by audibility, their speech recognition in MTB was 
poorer than predicted [11]. To examine the age-related effect 
on speech recognition in noise, most studies included people 
over the age of sixty as older subjects. However, not only el-
derly but also middle-aged adults report the complaints relat-
ed to the background noise in communication. The routine 
audiometric examination, however, does not reveal their poor 
speech processing in adverse listening conditions because 
they usually show normal hearing sensitivity and normal 
speech recognition in quiet. In addition, there is some behav-
ioral and electrophysiological evidence to suggest the pre-se-
nescent decline in auditory processing. Middle-aged adults 
showed more decreased N1-P2 response to stimulus duration, 
poorer gap detection, and poor discrimination compared to 
younger adults [12,13]. The relationship between auditory tem-
poral processing and speech perception has been widely stud-
ied. In particular, the gap detection showed significant corre-

lation with speech recognition even when hearing threshold is 
factored out, and predicted speech recognition in noise [14,15]. 
Thus, the findings that middle-aged adults showed decreased 
auditory temporal processing bring up the question of whether 
their speech recognition in noise may also decrease. 

The present study aimed to investigate the effects of noise 
type, SNR, and age on speech recognition in real-life back-
ground noise. To reflect real-life environment, various real-life 
background noises were presented via a loudspeaker in sound 
filed. Also, middle-aged adults with normal hearing were in-
cluded as subjects to examine whether they show different 
speech recognition performance from young people as older 
people do.

Subjects and Methods

Subjects
Thirty three monolingual Korean speakers participated in 

the present study. Eighteen were young adults in twenties 
(seven males, eleven females, M=22.4 yrs) and fifteen were 
middle-aged adults in forties and fifties (eight males, seven 
females, M=48.3 yrs). All subjects had no history of audio-
logical, neurological, or psychological disorders nor speech, 
language, hearing, or learning disorders. Their pure tone av-
erages were below 25 dB HL and tympanograms were normal 
for both ears. This study was approved by the Catholic Uni-
versity of Daegu Institutional Review Board.

Procedure
Prior to the experiment, all subjects signed informed con-

sent statements, filled out a case history form, and received 
pure tone audiometry and tympanometry as the screening 
test. The word recognition score (WRS) tests were adminis-
tered in quiet and then in noise. Three types of noise (subway 
noise, vacuum noise, MTB) were presented at three SNRs (5 
dB, 0 dB, and -5 dB). Thus, subjects received ten WRS tests 
in total (one in quiet, nine in noise: three types of noise×three 
SNRs). The noise was presented in random order to get rid of 
fatigue effect.

Subjects were seated 1 m from a loudspeaker and instructed 
to listen to 25 monosyllabic words carefully and write down 
the words they would listen to. Of fifty monosyllabic words 
in total on each word list, twenty five were used for each 
WRS test to avoid fatigue effect. The noise stimuli and the 
speech stimuli were presented simultaneously via the loud-
speaker (Acoustical Analyzer AA1200, Starkey Hearing Tech-
nologies, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). Speech stimuli were pre-
sented at 55 dB HL, 60 dB HL, and 65 dB HL to make the 
SNR -5, 0, and 5 dB with the level of noise fixed at 60 dB HL. 
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Both speech and noise stimuli were presented after calibra-
tion on the volume unit meter to make sure that the stimuli 
were presented at the levels they should be. There was no dif-
ference in speech recognition performance between when the 
level of speech was fixed and when the level of noise was 
fixed to make the SNR vary [16].

Stimuli 
For noise stimuli, three types of real-life background noise 

were used: subway noise, vacuum noise, and MTB. These 
types of noise were selected as stimuli in that they represent 
the real-life background noise from transportation (subway 
noise), home (vacuum noise), and public places (MTB) we 
are commonly exposed to in our daily life. Subway noise was 
recorded at the center in a train of on Daegu subway line 2 
where few people are seated to minimize the additional noise 
from people’s transit and conversation. The announcement 
and the short excessive noise from the departure and arrival 
of the train were also digitally deleted to select the typical noise 
inside subway train (Adobe Audition version 7.0, Adobe Sys-
tems Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA). Vacuum noise was re-
corded 1 m from the suction portion of a vacuum (VC4905F-
HA, LG electronics Inc., Seoul, Korea) by keeping a vacuum 
working strong in the house while MTB was recorded during 
the break time when forty undergraduate students were con-
versing simultaneously in a lecture room before the lecture 
would start. After noises were recorded at a sampling rate of 
44.1 kHz and a bit depth of 16 bits, using a mobile phone (SHV-
E250S, Samsung Electronics Co., Suwon, Korea) for ten to 
twenty minutes, the 5-minute noise stimuli were constructed 
for each noise and normalized to have the same total root 
mean square amplitude (Adobe Audition version 7.0, Adobe 
Systems Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA). The segments of 
5-minute noise stimuli were chosen based on two of research-
ers’ auditory perceptual evaluation, using a 5-point scale with 
1 point for least natural and 5 points for most natural. They 
agreed that the selected noise stimuli were all 5 points and 
representative of the typical real-life environment. Figs. 1 and 
2 show frequency spectra and waveforms of the noise stimuli.

For speech stimuli, the monosyllabic words on the Korean 
Standard-Monosyllabic Word Lists [17] were used. These 
monosyllabic words were presented via a compact disc re-
cording. Twenty five monosyllabic words on each word list 
were used for each WRS test.

Statistical analysis
The speech recognition was analyzed on the WRS, using an 

independent t-test for the quiet condition and using a three-
way mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the noise con-

dition. On a three-way mixed ANOVA, the noise type (3 lev-
els: subway noise, vacuum noise, MTB) and SNR (3 levels: 
-5 dB, 0 dB, 5 dB) were the within-subject factors, and the 
age group (2 levels: young adult, middle-aged adult) was the 
between-subject factor. Bonferroni corrections were used for 
post-hoc tests. Statistical analysis was performed with the 
IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows (version 19, IBM corp., Ar-
monk, NY, USA). The criterion used for statistical signifi-
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Fig. 1. Frequency spectra (colored) and peak amplitude (black line) 
at 20 seconds after onset of the noise stimuli. MTB: multi-talker 
babble.
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Fig. 2. Waveforms of the noise stimuli.
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less of the noise type. The WRS was greater at the SNR of 5 
dB than 0 dB and at the SNR of 0 dB than -5 dB (subway 
noise: F2, 64=72.165, p<0.001, vacuum: F2, 64=103.081, p< 
0.001, MTB: F2, 64=101.911, p<0.001). In addition, young adults 
showed better WRS than middle-aged adults (F1, 31=3074.722, 

cance was p<0.05.

Results

For the WRS in quiet, there was no significant difference 
between young and middle-aged adults (young adults: mean= 

97.56, SD=2.79, middle-aged adults: mean=96, SD=4.06).
For the WRS in noise, the effects of nose type (F2, 62=271.775, 

p<0.001) and SNR (F2, 62=246.447, p<0.001) were signifi-
cant, respectively and the interaction effect of the noise type 
and SNR was also significant (F4, 124=6.436, p<0.001). The 
results of post-hoc tests of interaction effect between the noise 
type and SNR are as follows: for the noise type, when the SNR 
was 5 dB, the WRS was greater in subway noise than MTB 
and in MTB than vacuum noise (F2, 64=67.805, p<0.001). 
When the SNR was 0 and -5 dB, however, the WRS was great-
er in subway noise than both vacuum noise and MTB and 
there was no difference between the WRSs in vacuum noise 
and MTB (SNR=0: F2, 64=56.049, p<0.001, SNR=-5: F2, 64= 

154.309, p<0.001). Fig. 3 shows the WRS by the noise type 
at the SNRs of 5 dB, 0 dB, and -5 dB. On the other hand, for 
the SNR, the WRS decreased as the SNR decreased regard-
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Fig. 4. Word recognition score by the 
noise type and SNR in young and 
middle-aged adults. Error bars indi-
cate 1 standard error from the mean. 
SNR: signal-to-noise ratio, MTB: multi-
talker babble.

Table 1. Word recognition score by noise type, SNR, and age group

Subway noise Vacuum noise MTB
5 dB 0 dB -5 dB 5 dB 0 dB -5 dB 5 dB 0 dB -5 dB

Young
Mean 92.89 81.33 67.78 68.44 56.00 32.44 73.78 59.78 36.00
SD 04.24 09.41 13.68 13.57 12.12 11.14 12.06 14.22 11.88

Middle-aged
Mean 86.40 79.73 60.53 60.80 58.13 26.40 69.60 47.80 28.80
SD 10.67 11.46 08.93 09.10 09.43 07.06 08.39 16.82 10.28

SD: standard deviation, SNR: signal-to-noise ratio, MTB: multi-talker babble
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p<0.001) regardless of the noise type and SNR. For the noise 
type, young adults showed the WRSs of 80.67%, 52.30%, 
56.52% whereas old adults showed the WRSs of 75.56%, 
48.44%, 48.74% for subway noise, vacuum noise, and MTB, 
respectively. Also, for the SNR, young adults showed the WRSs 
of 78.37%, 65.70%, 45.41% while old adults showed the WRSs 
of 72.27%, 61.89%, 38.58% at the SNRs of 5 dB, 0 dB, -5 
dB, respectively. The WRS by the noise type and SNR in 
young and middle-aged adults are shown in Fig. 4. Table 1 
shows the summary of WRS by the noise type, SNR, and age 
group.

Discussion

For the WRS in quiet, there was no significant effect of 
age between young and middle-aged adults. It implies that 
middle-aged adults with normal hearing have no difficulty 
understanding speech as young adults, if there is no interfer-
ing background noise. 

For the WRS in noise, however, there were significant ef-
fects of the noise type, SNR, and age. First, there was a sig-
nificant interaction effect between the noise type and SNR. 
In terms of noise type, the WRSs in vacuum noise and MTB 
showed different tendency of changing as the SNR changed 
whereas the WRS was consistently greatest in subway noise 
regardless of the SNR. The greatest WRS in subway noise 
could be attributed to the acoustic characteristics of noise with 
relatively lower energy at high frequency regions. Because the 
frequency of speech sound ranges from 100 Hz up to 8000 
Hz, subway noise may not have masked the speech signal ef-
fectively at high frequency regions which include the infor-
mation of most consonants such as stops, affricates, and frica-
tives. It is consistent with the finding of a previous study that 
speech discrimination was greater in traffic noise and contin-
uous discourse where the background noise has the lower en-
ergy at high frequencies compared to the used other noises [4]. 
Thus, it is reasonable to speculate that energy allocation in 
the frequency spectrum of noise can affect the perception of 
speech predominatingly. Whereas the WRS was greater in 
MTB than vacuum noise at a favorable SNR (SNR=5 dB), 
there was no difference between the WRSs in vacuum noise 
and MTB at unfavorable SNRs (SNR=0 dB, SNR=-5 dB). It 
may be due to some combined effects of vacuum noise with 
relatively less amplitude fluctuation and MTB with relatively 
more informational masking. Vacuum noise is a steady noise 
whereas MTB is a noise with instantaneous amplitude fluctu-
ation. Thus, when the SNR was 5 dB, more stationary vacuum 
noise with less fluctuation in amplitude may have affected 
speech recognition more negatively while the MTB with more 

fluctuation in amplitude may have allowed the listeners to 
recognize speech better during the presentation of less loud 
portions of noise. The listeners can ‘glimpse’ the speech in 
the presence of nose when the masking energy reduces mo-
mentarily [18,19]. As the SNR decreased from 5 dB to 0 dB 
and -5 dB, however, verbal information in MTB may have 
masked speech signal more effectively, resulting in no differ-
ence in the WRSs in vacuum noise and MTB. These expla-
nations are in line with the conclusion of a previous study 
that less fluctuating noise in amplitude and more competing 
speech information affected speech understanding more nega-
tively [20]. A previous study showed that subjects were good 
at separating speech from a steady-state noise, but not from 
babble noise, suggesting that informational masking affected 
the speech recognition more dominantly than amplitude fluc-
tuation [10]. The greater the acoustic similarity between tar-
get and masker, the more difficult it is to separate target from 
masker [21]. The comparatively weaker effect of informa-
tional masking in the present study may be because the forty-
talker babble includes less verbal informational than the fewer-
talker babble used in most studies. Such interpretation the 
natural forty-talker babble can have the informational masking 
as well as energetic masking would need to be verified by fu-
ture studies. On the other hand, in terms of the SNR, the WRS 
decreased as the SNR decreased regardless of the noise type. 
Speech recognition decreases as the SNR decreases. The rela-
tive intensity of the signal in background noise is important 
to accurately perceive speech in noise [6]. Given that people 
with sensorineural hearing loss require a more favorable SNR 
than normal people do to reach the same level of speech un-
derstanding [7], the SNR should be emphasized as a critical 
factor in understanding their speech recognition in noise.

In addition, young adults showed better WRS in all types 
of noises at all SNRs than in middle-aged adults. Middle-
aged adults with normal hearing showed difficulty perceiving 
speech in noise though they had no difficulty in quiet. It is 
consistent with the findings of the previous study that that old 
people recalled fewer speech items after listening to speech in 
noise than young people [22]. It may be because speech rec-
ognition involves with cognition such as attending to the au-
ditory signal, performing acoustic analysis, mapping the sig-
nal to phonemic representation, temporarily storing acoustic 
information in memory, and finally mapping phonemes to 
meaning in addition to peripheral auditory processing [23]. 
Moreover, it needs to segregate signal from competing back-
ground to recognize speech in noise. Thus, older people’s re-
duced attention, memory, and cognitive-linguistic function may 
result in the decreased speech recognition in noise. It is notice-
able that the effect of age was more pronounced for people 
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with hearing loss. The old people with normal hearing had 
slightly reduced speech discrimination in noise than young 
people with normal hearing but old people with hearing loss 
had more reduced speech discrimination in noise than old 
people with hearing loss [4]. The age effect in the present 
study is also consistent with the findings that middle aged 
adults showed more decreased auditory temporal processing 
than younger adults based on the significant correlation be-
tween auditory temporal processing and speech recognition 
in noise [12-15]. Thus, the middle-aged adults may have deficit 
not only in auditory processing but also in speech processing in 
difficult listening conditions compared to younger adults. Be-
cause older or elderly people who participated in the previ-
ous studies were mostly over the age of sixty, the findings of 
the present study provides additional information about the 
effect of age, indicating that middle-aged adults also showed 
decreased speech recognition performance in noise compared 
to young adults. 

The present study has some limitations on the selection of 
noise type, SNR, age, and speech material, which are not suf-
ficient to comprehensively represent the real world. Further 
studies would need to explore the speech recognition in real-
life background noise more in depth in order to provide ad-
ditional information to the routine audiometric examination.

Conclusion

The results of the present study showed that speech recog-
nition in real-life background noise was significantly differ-
ent for the noise type, SNR, and age. The results suggest that 
the frequency distribution, amplitude fluctuation, informa-
tional masking, and cognition may be important underlying 
factors determining speech recognition performance in noise.

Real-life background noise can reflect the realistic situa-
tion better than the speech-shaped noise used in the speech 
audiometric test. Because background noise in real life has 
more dynamic and complex characteristics, it may not be rea-
sonable to predict our speech understanding in real-life envi-
ronment by administering speech audiometric test. The pres-
ent study could contribute to understanding speech recognition 
in real-life background noise and provide the basic informa-
tion necessary to assess it for future clinical application.
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